
C;lii Ca €v-q{
hi ci., or grilled catfish
flavored with turmeric
and fresh dill, is a
Northern Vietnamese

dish originated from Hanoi. The
word chi, in the Northern
context, means a dish that uses
lard or oil as an ingredient, as in
chd chiGn (fried pork roll), or chi
gid (fried spring rolls), as opposed
to the broader meaning employed
by Southern Vietnamese, to mean
any dish that's rolled, kneaded,
pattied, grilled, or fried (i.e., the
term chi lua, or steamed "s7lky"
pork roll is Southern Vietnamese
in context and usage, a Northern
Vietnamese would say gi0 lua
when refering to this item).

To a perpetual griever of the
past, precision in language usage
and food preparation is the highest
ideal. It is as if any mental
leniency, any slippage of memory,
however minute, would erode the
boundary of that delicate time
frame. Precision is also a way to
keep the past immediately
touchable, in the sense that the
gestures and sentiments evoked
are considered timeless.In my
daily world, except for brief
intervals when I may speak the
Northern Vietnamese accent to my
parents on the phone, the
language of my past is rarely
evoked and thus English
predominates in my thoughts and
desires. It is only in the ritual of

food preparation that I feel the
immediacy of being transfused by
the Vietnamese spirit-that there is
an intangible part of me that has
been passed down through
centuries of recollection. The
yearning to break through space
and time barriers by means of a
specific act reminds me of a
famous couplet written by
Emperor Tr-fDtic, in memory of his
deceased concubine:

I break the ancient mirror to
retrieve your shadow,

I fold your faded dress to
preserve your living breath.

(DQp c6 kinh ra tim dy bong
xdp tan y lai dddhnh hoi)

Born in Saigon eight years after
the division of North and South
Vietnam along the seventeenth
parallel,I grew up as a Southerner
eternally haunted by the North of
my elders. As a child,I absorbed
the sadness of Northern pre-war
poetry made into mournful songs
called ngim thd. I learned to love
the homey, almost ascetic dishes
cooked by *y mother and
maternal grandmother, dishes like
steamed river spinach (rau
mu6'ng) dipped in the Cu Dh soy
sauce or fish sauce (nddc mtm)
with lime and the s'Au fruit;
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pickled miniature eggplants (c{
ngAm aim); steamed tofu with
shredded pork and scallions (dAu

pnu h5p); caramelized, tenderized
beel' brisket with black
peppercorns in a black clay pot
(thit bb kh6).

But I never learned to make
chd cri until I was an adult living
in the United States. Ch:i cri in my
Saigon childhood, like ph8 (Hanoi
beef noodles) was always a
restaurant treat. My most vivid
memory was being taken by *y
parents and their friends for the
first time, at the age of eight, to
Ngoc Son, a restaurant on Ly Tian
Quan Street in Saigon. Ngoc Son,
like its nearby competitor, Thang
Long, was famous for chi c'a.

It was an early September
evening 1n1,970. We headed down
a narrow alleyway. All around me
I heard the brisk, eclatant chorus
of Northern Vietnamese accent,
spoken by Vietnamese faces in
darkened, modest " nativ e"
restaurants lit by kerosene and
smelled of oil and garlic, unlike
the elegant French and Chinese
restaurants along Le Loi Street for
the foreign tourists, or the glittery
floating restaurants on the Saigon

a plastic beaded curtain entrance.
The table where we were seated
was covered with a red linen
tablecloth, on top there was a
small clay oven stoked with
charcoal (h6a 1o). Small plates of
peanuts were laid out on the table,
along with 2 large plates of white
noodles (bfn), two small bowls of
vinegared white onions, several
saucers containing the shrimp
paste (mXm t6m) dip, plates of
black sesame crackers, fresh
lettuce (rau di6p), basil (hring
qu6), red basil (tia t6), mint (bac

hi) and cilantro (ngd). The chef
came out from the kitchen with a
pan of chd cd layered among
graceful strands of fresh dill, the
fish already grilled and dyed
golden by the turmeric marinade,
and a smaller pan of sizzling hot
oil. He quickly poured the hot oil
on top of the chi cl. The heady
scent of grilled fish, burnt garlic,
turmeric, and seared fresh dill
turned itself into a whispery, 

-
palpable song. The pan of cha ci
was then placed on top of the
small clay oven to keep it warm
during the meal.

The best chi ci would be flaky
and crisp on the outside, yet dense
and moist,like a slightly drunken
kiss, inside. Unlike other, more
ascetic Northern Vietnamese
dishes, chi ci is playfully carnal.
The condiments-black sesame
crackers (crisp and earthy,
complimenting well the garlicky,

turmeric taste of chi ci), the
various fresh herbs (fragrant,
spicy, sweet, bitter), the shrimp
paste (salty and pungent), and the
vinegared onions (sour)-
represent the four core emotional
principles of the worldly life:
happiness, anger,love and hatred
(h!, n6, ai,6). The very gesture of
combining these different
ingredients is like an act of
affirmation, a symphony, an
embrace of everything magical
and variable in the realm of
human experience.

Of all the Vietnamese dishes
that I have re-created over the
years, chi cd stands out as my
Proustian madeleine-a dish I
would evoke for the friends or
lovers that seem to understand my
dual nature-a psyche at once
rooted in the past and alienated by
its own attachments. Chi ci
evokes for me the Saigon of my
childhood, the Hanoi of my eldcrs'
past- the tapestry of mcmory that
I have prescrvcd ovcr thc ycars.
Making chd c6 in thc wintcr
sornchow makcs mc visualize the
damp, cool climatc of North
Vietnam in Septcmber or February,
a North Vietnam I have
experienced only through
Vietnamese poetry and classical
literature. In my mind, the winter
in my adopted country, while
familiar, still withholds itself from
me like a cruel flower. Through the
prism of time and space, the

winter of my elders' past always
seems softly vibrant, sentimental
and constant,like a montagnard's
smile.

In making chh, (a,I like to roll
my fingers in the yellow turmeric,
pretending that my ten fingers are
the lotus fingers of Cambodian
dancers, making the slithery move
among the tactile catfish. Yellow is
a curious, ironic color, the color of
a monk's saffron robe, yet also the
color of sensuality on the verge of
decay. The intense greenness of
fresh dill seems to enhance all that
yellow, unfurling it into an
immense Gauguinesque
landscape, or the taunting
mellowness of a Burmese
python....

A typically vexing issue in the
preparation of chi ci, how to
sustain the playfulness of its
presentation, yet to reveal my
entire past, present, and future in
its evocation? How to be at once
vulnerable and mysterious to the
guests who partake of my chA cA?

I want to go back, to take the
first step, to relearn each time how
to cook chi ci-to present the dish
as an invitation, a foray into my
interior realm, so my guests
become my interior travelers. My
success depends on how I trust the
innocence within myself, as well as

the veteran's instinct, to push forth
into the undiscovered country....

River.
We came in
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